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5Abstract
Many formulationb.concerning the interaction of electro-
magnetic fields with a material medium are reviewed. None of them
have unambiguously derived the equations gover li-ng the evolution,
or the equilibrium configuration, of an. electric (or magnetic)
medium in the presence of electromagnetic fields.
A thermodynamic formulation, based on the principle of
maximum entropy, is proposed for the equilibrium case and
employed to give results for a few examples. In some cases, the
results obtained coincide with those calculated by means of tae
Helmholtz force density when it is used with a fluid pressure
defined to be the salme function of density and temperature as
in the absence of an external field. Some othe+xamples predict
an interesting phenomenon: for a medium sub iect to electromagnetic
fields, the temperature is not necesf ariiy uniform even in
equilibrium.
A microscopic calculation of the electromagnetic force
density in n dielectric medium is also proposed. It gives the
-force acting on the dipoles by the field produced by the external
charges and other dipoles (to the lowest order of dipole-dipole
interaction), and thus corrects some other formulations using
the idea of effective field.
However, the application of this force expression requires
careful consideration. It is shown that if the dipolar contribution
to the angle-averaged two-particle distribution function is
6assumed to be negligible, this microscopically calculated
force density gives results contradicting tho obtained by




The theory of electromagnetism has been established for
over a century. The interaction of charged particles with the
electromagnetic field ie described by the Lorentz force law and
the Maxwell equations, e.g. the force acting on a single, isolated
charge q is, in obvious notation,
(1)
In principle, the electromagnetic forces acting on a medium
(e.g. a dielectric) can be calculated by adding up the forces
can beon each microscopic charge. Thus the force aensity
obtained by writing (1) in continuous form
are respectively the actual or microscopic charge and
where
the actual or microscopic electriccurrent density and
and magnetic fields. Together with the microscopic Maxwell
are produced byequations describing how the fields
,all electromagnetichenomena are in principleand
determined.
However, the microscopic quantities may fluctuate on
molecular length scales and time scales, and therefore cannot
be directly measured macroscopically. A question of importance
obviously is to express the theory in terms of macroscopic
variable. Mathematically the macroscopic variables are obtained
2by suitably averaging the orresponding microscopic variables
over regions of space and time which are large compared to
molecular scales yet small compared to macroscopic scales or
equivalently saying by truncating the high frequency Fourier
component, e.g. Jackson(1975), Robinson (1973).
Since the Maxwell equations are linear, tiLe process of
averaging over space and time does not change their forms.
However, the Lorentz force law (2) is nonlinear, and the averaging
process, denoted by say( ) is clearly more complicated, e.g.
so the problem of the force density is by no means trivial, as
it might first seem.
In fact, the following question, since the time of Maxwell,
has attracted numerous physcists but, to juc .ge by the current
literature, is still regarded as an open problem: What is the
total force density, i.e. electroragnetic force plus mechanical
stress, acting on a volume of dielectric subjected to a electro-
magnetic field? Or equivalently, what is the equation of motion
of the dielectric? Historically, it used to be assumed that since
the mechanical stress can be found from the equation of state,
once the electromagnetic force is given, the total force and
hence the equation of motion is determined. This assumption
then reduces the problem to finding electromagnetic force
on material media and leads to the famous controversy of
Abraham(1909) and Minkowski (1908). The large number of
3contributions towards the problem make it impossible to give
a full account of this jungle of scientific papers. The situation
in the literature is made even worse by incon: istent terminology,
different interpretations and erroneus quotations. Chapter 2
will be devoted to a brief review of the several important
formulations, including the work, among others, of Larmor and
Livens, Minkowsk, Abraham, Helmholtz Landau, Einstein and Laub,
Hakim, Gordon, and Peierls.
However, we should note that the equation of motion does
not by itself completely specify the evolution of the state of
the dielectric. It merely determines the dynamical evolution
of the velocity field V. Other equations are needed to determine
the evolution of pressure P, temperature T, as well as other
thermodynamic variables such as the entropy density s, energy
density u, chemical potential AL etc. Only when all these equations
are known does the system become complete and soluble. Thus the
force density is in fact only one part of the larger problem
which needs to be tackled.
A particular case of this problem is to ask only for the
equlibrium distribution of the thermodynamic variables, which
includes of course the equlibrium stress on the medium. In
chaper 3, a thermodynamic formulation for this particular case
is proposed based on the method of maximizing the entropy, to
deal with dielectric in a static field. An attempt is also made
to extend the results to oscillating electromagnetic fields with
constant amplitudes. In each case, the principle of maximum entropy
4completely determines the distributions of all the thermodynamic
variables.
Historically, th.re are many attempts to derive the electro-
magnetic force on a medium directly from the mircoscopic force
density (2). Gordon, assuming the dielectric constant E to be
very close to Eo, obtained ansolution to order (E:-1). But this
amounts to neglecting all dipole- dipole interaction, which is
the central difficulty of the problem and the generalization of
this microscopic calculation to hi€ner power of (C-1) is by no
means trivial. Peierls (1976) and later Wong and Young (IM )
performed such a calculation for the ase where the electro-
magnetic field is due to an electromagnetic wave of optical
.frequencies. There appears to be no reason why their technique




2.1 Formulation of the Problem
When there is no long range boby force (e.g. gravitational
force or electromagnetic force) acting on a medium, the mechanical
1
momentum balance equation (i.e. the equation of motion) is,
(2.1)
is the velocity field and thewhere PM is the mass density,
includes the kinetic pressure tensor and the inter..tensor
molecular pressure tensor which arise from the intermolecular
is identifiedinteraction (e.g. a hard core interaction). The
as the mechanical momentum density. Equation (2.1) together with
the continuity equation and the equations of state, form a closed
set of equations in the isothermal or adiabatic approximation,
i.e. when heat conduction and irreversible processes are neglected.
When there are electromagnetic forces present, (2.1) is
modified by the addition of one more force term:
(2.2)
is the electromagnetic force density acting on thewhen
1 We use the usual convention that double index means summation
and let running from 1 to 3 indicate spatial co-ordinates
and running from 1 to 4 indicate space time co-ordinates
e.g. X =(x,y,z, ct)
6medium.
The problem of the force density or equation of motion
explicitly interms of macroscopic fieldsis to write
and the electric and magnetic susceptibility of the medium
describes the exchange of momentum betweenand Dince
matter ana the electromagnetic field, there eyl6ts another
, i.e. themomentum balance equation concerning the terre
momentum balance of the electromagnetic fields. Historically,
most of the discussions make use of this equation:
(2.3)
is the momentum density of the electromagnetic fieldswhere
and Th. 3X3 stress tensor of the electromagnetic field.
Different theories for the electromagnetic force are hence
. We should notecharacterized by different forms of Tij and
that in the equation of motion (2.1) the driving force is the
sum of two terms, due to mechanical stress Fii and the
electromagnetic force respectively. However, the body force
acting on any finite Tolume can be reduced to forces applied.
to the surfaces of it, i.e. the total force density can be
written as the divergence of a tensor (with a term involving time
derivative) and the electromagnetic fields modify the short
range interaction between the constituent molecules of the medium
and cannot be regarded as concerning only long range forces.
Hence the separation of a mechanical intermolecular pressure
and a electromagnetic force is to some extent arbitrary (up to
an addition of a divergence of a 3x3. tensor. Further more, as
7the measurable quantities are combined effect of fields and
matter, the separation of mechanical momentum and electromagnetic
momentum is to some tent a matter of terminonology, and the
expressions of the electromagnetic force in different theories
may differ by more than a divergence of tensor term. Hence, in
some theories the equation of mechanical momen i,um balance may
differ from (2.2) For example, in a theory where the momentum
propo..g,atzs with velocity of light is termed electromagnetic,
We will comethe mechanical momentum density is no longer
to this point later.
It is then clear that there are two points of view we
can choose between. (1) We can regard all the different theories
correct, provided we chooseand the different expressions for
a correct expression of Fij annd associate suitable expression echa
nicairnomentum for each of them to give the right physics. Similar
point of view is discussed by de Groot(1912), Tang and Meixner
(1961) and many others. But then pij will in general depend
vrovided byTheandon the electromagnetic field
the theories is then incapable by itself of determining the
electromagnetic interaction of field and medium. We can then
choose between the theories only according to their simplicity
or technical convenience. The stress tensor Ti and the momentum
, proposed by the theories, alsorelated to thedensity
lose definite meaning. (2) The other point of view, possibly
closer to the original intention of the theories proposed, is
which determines the inter-to look for the expression of
8action of electromagnetic fields and the medium, assuming
that the pressure P.* remains the same function of density
and temperature, as given by the equation of tate of the medium
in the absence of the electromagnetic field. With the identi-
fied as the equation of mechanical momentum balance, we then
is physically, correct,have to ask what expression of
In the following sections we briefly review some theories
which provide expressions for the electromagnetic stress tensor,
electromagnetic momentum density and electromagnetic force.
2.2 Vacuum Case
We begin the review by determining the expressions of
the terms of the following equation in vaccun.,
(2,4)
Consider a charge density P and a. current density 3 in vaccum.
B the Lorentz force law, the force density is
( 2, 5)









We can arrive at the followin




is usually termed the Maxwell stress in vaccum and
the momentum density of the electromagnetic field. Hence (1»T)
expresses the balance of electromagnetic momentum in a local
form. For later reference, we also give the equation of balance
of electromagnetic energy as follow.
magnetic field is Acro-ir wo ol i nri no t.f p.nH msni milst.p
the Maxwell equation to get
Tha tarn i d f.hon i Hpnt.i ori t.n ho t.ho priore'V fl nw voet.nr
of Poynting and is the energy density. We can
combine (1.1) and to read
The rate of work done on charge particles by the electro-
(2.10)
where the 4th component of is the power gain of the charge





The tensor is symmetric. The equation (2.10 b) represents
the inertia of electromagnetic energy,i.e. teh energy flow
vector equals c time the momentum density vector The formulation
of (2.10) is considered t obe a great success of the electro-
magnetic theory of Maxwell.
The question is then raised: how should (2.10) be modified
in a material medium? That is , what will the electromagnetic
force and power on matter, or alternatively the electromagnetic
energy momentum tensor become?
2.3 mINKOWSKI fORMULATION
It is natural to attempt to solve for the stress and
electromagnetic momentum in material media in an approach gimilan
to the vaccum case. Assuming the Lorentz force law
still express the electromagnetic force on a macrosopic free
11
charge distribution Pf and free current density Jf .2We can the.
eliminate Pf andc as be Jf ore by
(2.11a)
(2.11b)
Again with the help of
(2.11c)
(2.11d)
and through some vector calculus, we can easily arrive at the
following identity
(2.12)
We have assumed that the dielectric is linear but not necessarily
isotropic
has theIt is then plausible (but only plausible) that
(2) We shall always assume that the free charge and current contains
no fluctuations on a molecular scale, so the force density
on free charges is easily written in terms of macroscopic
electric and magnetic fields.
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meaning of electromagnetic. momentum density in material medium
and
the electromagnetic stress tensor. (The superscript M indicates
that this is the proposal of Minkowski Clearly when
the electric and magnetic permeability is equal to Eo and Mo
reduce to the correct result of vacuum.andrespectively
It is also clear the left hand side of (2.12) should then be
intrepreted as the electromagnetic force on matter. There is a
on free charge and current as usual plus aforce
on the medium. For uniformforce
media, these latter terms act only on the boundaries.
For a nondissipa iiti e medium, we can expect the term of work
Together with (2,11a- b), we candone on the free chargestobe
derive another identity
(2.13)
is then attachea the meaning of energy flow vector and
the enerRvn in material medium. We can





These expressions of the electromagnetic force 1 on matter
and the electromagnetic energy momentum tensor was first
nroDOsed by Minkowski C I08)• Historically Minkowki obtained
the tensor bv reauiring: (1) It is form invariant under
Lorentz transformation. (2) The spatial part of
to be the electromagnetic stress tensor given
by Heaviside. The Tlj of Heaviside was obtained by identifying
terms in the energy balance equation which was in essence the
same idea as identifying terms in the momentum balance equation
as presented above.
It is admirable that this rather simple formulation, i.e.
this identification of terms can lead to a result of already
contained the dominent feature of electromagnetic force on
material media. (Clearly the appearing of this term nmrvnr-
tional to and , in the momentum balance equation
should not be considered as violating the principle of momentum








in their criticism of the Minkowski electromagnetic momentum
density
Minkowski's (1901) proposal of electromaguetic energy
momentum tensor initiated an intensive debate which focuses on
(1) For an anisotropic medium,two properties of the tensor
D: is not proportati oiial to E. The spatial Part of
1.2.3) is then not symmetric, unlike that of vacuum. (2) The
which is the electromagnetic momentum density
time C2, when the permeability of medium does not equal that
of vacuum, is not equal to Si4( = 1, 2, 3) which is the
electromagnetic energy flow vector, even in an isotropic medium.
The second property, which was considered to be a violation
of the principle of inertia of energy, were considered particularly
a difficulty of the Minkowki theory.
I t is also,clear that the equation (2.12) is not the only
equation capable of describing the balance of momentum. Equation
(2.12) is not at the same position as equation (28), where on
the left hand side of the equation the electromagnetic force on
charge matter in vacuum is definitely known (i. e.
and the separation into a stress and a density term is then
quite unique. As the force on the electric medium (or magnetic
medium) is an unknown quantity to be determined, there is no
reason why we should not add terms involving the permeability
of medium to both side of the equation (2.12), provided these
terms tends to zero as the permeability tends to the value of
vacuum. Abraham was among the first to symmetrize Minkowski's
results making use of this ambiguity.
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2.4 Minkowski - Abraham Controversy.
To make the electromagnetic energy-momentum tersor symmetric,
Abraham (1909, 1910) retained the energy balance equation (2.13)
but rewrote the momentum balance equation( 2.12) by adding terms
to both side of it,
(2.17)
Then instead of (2.16) the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor
is now identified as
is explicitly symmetric, where all Eipj term inThe tensor
), and the electro-has been changed to be
to with theto%magnetic momontum density changed from
energy flow vector uncho.nged. Then on the left hand side of
equation (2.17), equating to the divergence the electromagnetic
16
stress and time rate of change of electromagnetic momentum density,
is the electromagnetic force on matter where now appears a term
depending on the tim, rate of change of fields. The Abraham force
only for isotropicis equal to the Minkowski'sdensity
media in static fields. For isotropic media in time-varying fields,
(2.18.)
where the square bracket is*the so-call ,ad Abraham term. As can
be seen from (2.12) the appearance of this term is directly
asinstead ofrelated to the adottation of
is the electromagneticormomentum density. Whether
momentum density is the center of the Abraham-Minkowski controversy.
In discussing the controversy, we must note that in the
first place, neither of the two theories is based on rigorous
derivation. For choosing between the theorios, it is used to rely
on additional critirion.
As has been pointed out previously, the symmetric property
implying the inertia of electromagnetic energy isof
generally sonsidered to be a strong argument supporting the
A braham formulation. Among many others, discussions directly
employing this point of view include, von Laue (1919), Pauli (1922),
Balazs (1953), Marx and Gyorgyi(1953, 1855), Agudin (1967 ),Burt-
Peierls (1973). Abraham (1914) pointed out that the microscopic
electromagnc tic energy-momentum tensor is symmetric and this
symmetric property should be preserved in the averaging process.
Nagy (1955) and some other favour the Abraham formulation since
it gives positive photon energy when the theory is quantized.
Kluitenberg and dGroot (154, i155) favoureijphe Abraham formulation
by thermodynamic consideration.
There is also considerable support for Minkowski, Von Laue
( 150), Ott( 152), Beck( 152), Moller( |72), Schmutzer( |75),
Horvath( 156) and Pauli( 158) favoured the Minkowski formulation
since the velocity of energy transport in this theory transforms
as required by the special theory of relativity. The velocity
of energy transport is defined by the ratio of energy flow to
energy density.
Moller( 1172) also favoured the Minkowski theory because
a transparent body does not exchange energy with the electromagnetic
field in this theory whereas the Abraham theory indicated an
unnatural exchange of energy between the electromagnetic and
the mechanical system, Dallenbach() based
on a microscopic electrostatic calculation favoured the Minkowski's
result and objected to the argument that microscopic symmetry
would lead to a macroscopic symmetry of the energy-momentum
tensor. Jones( 1116) favoured the Minkowski expression in view
of its relation to the de Broglie relation p-
In concluding all these argument proposed, we must note in
the first place that all these discussions concern only the
electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor or electromagnetic momentum
density but not the total energy-momentum tensor or total
momentum density. As pointed out by Gordon( 111) although
matter cannot be transported at the velocity of light, there
can be a mechanical momentum accompanying the propagation of
electromagnetic field. In general we cannot measure the electro-
magnetic part separately and hence physical criteria should be
placed upon the total tensor and momentum but not upon the
electromagnetic part of it. (Similar point of view was discussed
by Tang and Meixner), de Groot(), Dallenbeck( lla).
As discussed in section 2.1, it is alright to claim a part of
the total energy-momentum tensor or total stress tensor( tTj)
to be electromagnetic cased on requirements he would like electro-
magnetic energy-momentum or stress tensor to have, and call the
rest of the tensors mechanical. Clearly no definite conclusion
can be drawn in deciding which theory is right. The question to
be raised concerning the theories should be: What is the mechanical
part associated with to make it a correct theory? We will come to
this point later.
We should also be careful that the expression . or
was proposed only for the electromagnetic but not the total
momentum density as some authors incorrectly interpreted, (e. g. Burt-
P£Lerls( ITU), Wang and Young( iTH)).
5 The Extension of the Abraham Force
To make the notation simpler, we discuss henceforth by
means of an isotropic medium. The extension to anisotropic
media is somewhat trivial. In an isotropic medium, the equation
( QI7) of the Abraham theory becomes
19
As we have indicated before, we are still free to add identical
terms to both sides of this equation, and the identification of
electromagnetic fore( aiid momentum density and Stress cannot be
uniquely determined.
Two different routes are proposed to determine this ambiguity.
The first one is to attack the problem raicrosropiCally, starting
from the microscopic Lorentz force law to find the electromagnetic
force acting on.the medium. The other one makes use of the
principle of virtual work which is often used in determining,
forces in static situations. For those who believed the electro-
magnetic momentum density to be , no terms which is tae
time rate of change of a vector can be add to The uncer-
tainty hence only involves terms with spatial derivative and it
is hoped that they can be determined by considering only medium
in equilibrium using the principle of virtual work.
The situation is embarrassing that there are also controversies
between the_ many results obtained through these two routes. We
will discuss a formulation which is the extension of Abraham
theory due to Landau, lelmholtz and many others in this section.
A formulation due to Einstein and Laub, Larm.or and Livens will
be discussed in the next section. Both these formulations are
reported to be supported by both microscopic and virtual work
consideration, at least partly,
We first outline here the virtual work process, which is
usually named after Helmholtz, leading to the extended theory
of Abraham. The process is originated by Kortweg (1 o),
.• formulated in 'general terms by von Helmholtz (I 2) and
20
developed by Kirchhoff( 1885), Hertz( 1890), Cohn( 1895),
Gans (1900) and Sano t 110).) It is also obtained by Landau and
Lifshitz following a somewhat- different approach.
The virtual work process can only be considered in the
equilibrium case and the Helmholtz derivation, based on an energy
expression is formuldtad only for electric and magnetic media
resnec.tivelYrotortinalandwith linear response, i.e.
We outline the theory in the case of dielectricandto
in an electric field, with the magnetic case a trivial generalization
It is well known that the electrical work done in setting
up the field is
where is the volume and the integration takes over all space,
of the medium and theHow imagine a virtual displacement
free charges. The incremental work done W is equated to the




after partial integration and the surface terms has been set
equal to zero. The electrical force on matter-is-then identified
as, (denoted by H)
(2.20)
which differs from Abraham's results by a term
called the electrostriccive term. In the equilibrium situation,
must be balanced by external applied force or mechanicalthis
pressure in the medium.
Generalizing the result (1-10), to the magnetic case as
well, and with (2.19), we have the EtlecLromagnetic force
expression of the extended theory of Abraham: (designed by AM)
C,.UdedThere is a corresponding term
to the electromagnetic stress tensor while the electromagne Ltic
momentum density remained unchanged.
The underlying assumption in adopting the force density
deduced in equilibrium in non-equilibrium case, is that the
electric force density at a certain point in ti:, medium depends
only on local variables, i.e. the electric field, the dielectric
constant and the density of the medium at this point. Once the
values of these variables are. specified, the electric force is
determined. It is irrelevant where this electric force is
balancedby mechancial pressure or whether the temperature is
22
the same throughout the medium,
No terms can now be added to the equation (2.20)) if we as.
Although the result is notsume ,he\nomentum dens. tv to be
restricted to the static situation, Landau and Lifshitz (197.2
carefully pointed out that.the variation in time of the fields
should not be too abrupt to make the dielectric constant
significantly different from its static value i.e. no dispersion
phenomena should take place.' The restriction is not too severe-.
since for ordinary matter such as water, dispersion occurs only
for electromagnetic fields with frequency which
is quite far from static. We will come to this point later.
This extended theory of Abraham, though not free of criticism,
is adopted by many authors, among others, there includes Becker
and Sauter(1964), Jackson Landau and Li f shitz( 1972),
and Brevik(1979).
There are two portions of the theory which invite criticism.
asThe first one is of course the identification of
electromagnetic momentum density. she other one concerns the
virtual work process of Helmholtz. Larmor( 1897), Livens( 1916 )
objected to both the basic assumption and the analyticalTpDocoss
of the Helmholtz theory. Some of their arguments will be explored
in the next section. Livens (1916) pointed out that the
generalization of this theory to nonlinear case would lead to
difficulty dine to errors in the analytical process of Helmholtz.
Other objections include that of Smith- cite( 1949,1950)
who denied the use of the energy expression in'the theory and
Lahoz's undue criticism of the Landau and Lifshjtz derivation
23
of Helmholtz force.
2.6 Einstein and Laub Formulation
Based on a consideration of the election theory, Einstein
and. Laub proposed the following electromagnetic force density
exerted by electromagnotic field on matter,
(2.22)
The electromagnetic momentum. density is , equal to that
of Abraham. This can be seen by rearranging the terms in (2.22)
to show explicitly the term . A symmetrical
stress tensor can be deduced by equation
In the static case, the Einstein and Laub theory gives a
electric (or magnetic) force on the medium in agreement with
that proposed by Maxwell( 1873), Larmor( 1897) and Livens (1916,
1918), i.e.
(2.23)
To appreciate the motivation behind (2.22), consider a
where is the magnitudedipole with dipole strength
of its neighbouring constituent charges and d. is their separation,
, it willWhen the dipole is put in a static electric fiold
be subjected to a force
Although it is noted that the effective electric field on
a dipole in a dielectric medium is not equal to the macroscopic
24
electric field, Livens (1918) argued.that since the difference
is due to the neighbouring dipoles, when we are interested only
in the macroscopic force density which includes many dipoles,
there is no need to worry about this contributions since they
will be cancelled in a action-reaction sense.. For a dielectric
with n diples per unit volume, it is then plausible to equate
wherethe static electric fey ce density to be
the polarization vector. Similarly the current due to
will give a Lorentz forcepolarization
. when it is also multipied by a to give
find the farce denfiity on a dielectric medium to be
A similar consideration for magnetic medium give the expression
( 2.22) where the terms are easily identified.
Let v.s then examine a virtual work process due to Larmor
Livens( 1916 )leading to the static force density (2.23), and
contrast it with the virtual work process of Helmholtz introduced
in section 2.5.
The discussions will be directed in terms of dielectric with
induced dipole in a static electric field. The force is then
assumed to be the same for all kinds of dielectric with the same
value of dielectric constant. The corresponding formulation in
withmagnetic case can be easily obtained by interchanging
withand
The essence of the theory lies in distinguishing between
two kinds of force, One kind is the electrical force between
25
the dipoles and the free charges. It is the forces we are after.
The other kind is the force preventing relative displacement
of the elementary chaff bes in a dipole. The work done by these two
kinds of force should be separated in a virtual displacement
in order to obtain a correct expression for the electrical force
density we are after.
which brings a volume dVConsider a virtual displacement
to anotherof dielectric medium from a place of electric fielc
Dlace with electric field , making its polarization
correspondingly. The total work done in thischanged to
virtual displacement is
is identified to be the part of work done against theThe
internal force of the dipole since if the strength of the dipole
this term is zero.tois kept fixed in moving from
Then only the. first term on the right hand side gives the variation
of the potential function of the electrical force on macroscopic
dielectric medium and free charges.
Therefore we have
26
and integrated by parts. We then havewhere we have used
as equation 2.23) would give in electric case.
Comparing the derviation of Helmholtz and that of Larmor
and Livens, clearly the latter would accuse the former of failure
in identifying the two kinds of work done and used a wrong
potential function for the electromagnetic force.
However, no matter what is crosen as potential for the
electromagnetic force in these virtual work process, it cannot
be regarded as rigorous. In a later hapter we will show that,
for example in a linear dielectric case, the energy (or more
rigorously speaking, the free energy) stored in field has a part
dependent on the thermodynamic variables, for example the mass
density and temperature, in addition to
.In a virtual process
We are in fact introducing additional assumption when appointing
any part of to be the energy chance associated with the
electric force density.
As an interesting example, we would like to point that in
isboth the Larmor and Helmholtz method, the part
identified as associated with electric force on free charge and
is thus obtained, This result is in Tactthe extiression
misleading.ac the force by the electric field (produced by all
sources), on a macroscopic charge (say, a charged conductor)
immersed in the dielectric, is not
A rigorous formulation free of ad hoc assumptions will
27
be developed in the next chapter.
2.7 Some Other Approaches
We have pointed out that there are microscopic considerations
reported to support the static electric (or magnetic) force law
of Helmholtz. This pro-Helmholtz argument arir z from an intention
to modify the microscopic pro-Livens theory described in the
previous section. Cade (1951) pointed 'out that the electric
asforce acting on a volume AV of dielectric, is not dV
Livens argued. He proposed that the additional field by the
volume aV itself should be taken into account. The electric field
experienced by a volume dV, or by a dipole, in the dielectric
has long been considered a problem of importance. Lorentz (1952)
by means of a simple model derive an expression for the electric
field experienced by a dipole in the medium, termed as the
effective field
2.24
Hakim(1961), in light of this, arrived at the Helmholtz force
for a dielectric satisfying the Clausius and Mossotti relation.
His derivation, as pointed out by Brevik(1979), is implicity
based on a condition not generally valid. However, Brevik does
agree that in a non-polar Clausius and Mossotti dielectric whose
permittivity is a spatial constant, the Helmholtz force can be
given by (2.24). Ifobtained by using the effective field
in( 2.23) we findinstead of thewe used
28
(2.25)
This can be shown to be in agreement with the Helmholtz force
for a dielectric satisfying the Clausius and Mossotti relation
(which is also derived by means of the equation The
(S)piven by, using the Glausius ana Mossotti relation.value of
(2.26)
to zero, we findIf we insert (2X)6) into (2.26)into (2.20) and set
( 2.25). This is considered by Brevik to-be a support of the
Helmholtz theory. This kind of argument has convinced many
authers, at least for finding the force density in static case
(e. g. Robinson(1975)).
Howeve, in our opinion, this precedure cannot be considered
too seriously for two reasons. Firstly, when the effective field
.is evaluated more careful, for example to include the fluctuation
of molecular dipole moment (Kirkwood (1936 ),Keyes (1931) or when
the molecular polarizability depends on the density of the di-
electric (Kirkwood (N3 6)) is considered, the equation (2.24)
of Lorentz is no longer valid and it can be verified that the
The secondHelmholtz force no lon rer agrees with
problem is more serious, no matter it agrees with the Helmholtz
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force of not cannot even'be regarded as modification
. We will discuss it thoroughly inof the expression
chapter 4
Gordon( 1Q73) proposed a theory using also a microscopic
point of view. He considers only dielectric with dielectric
constant e very close to E so that all terms in (E- Eo) of
order higher than one can be dropped.
It is well.known the electromagnetic force on a dipole is
is then., in Gordon's calculation,The force density
(2.2
without any complication arising from the consideration of the
effective field, since any correction of the macroscopic field
will surelyronortional to( E-Eo). Together with the
in( 2.Z1), it makes a( E-E)2 term andin the expression of
will be dromed. Electromanetic mor ntum density is then argued
to bP and the theory of Gordon is then exactly the same
as that of Einstein and Laub. It is then shoilm that there is a
momentum arising from the motion of the matter, travelling with
the velocity of light accompanying the electromagnetic wave in
the medium, to make the total momentum density of field and
i.e. the momentum density or Ml Kowsl11. However,medium
the approximation used in getting the force (2.21) amounts to
neglecting o..361 effects of the dipole-dipole interaction which is
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the central difficulty of the whole problem. The theory is in-
herently confined to first power of ( - ) and Gordon adopts
the theory of Landau and Lifshitz when ( - ) is not too small.
We will treat this problem of dipole-dipole interaction in static
electric field by microscopic consideration in chapter 4. We note
that the Gordon calculation shows that the me!rhanical momentum
is identifiedassociates with the Minkowski theory, where
. Althougrto be the electromagnetic momentum, cannot be
the theory can rive physically correct answer by identifying
as the mechanical momentumanother equation inetead of
balance equation, it is undeniable an unfavourable feature of
the theory. Lai (1980a,1980b) also pointed out this inconsistence
as mechanicalof the Minkowski theory and the identification of
momentum by means of considerations in static electromagnetic
fields.
Peierls (1916) considered a light pulse with a finite
duration and infinite width. He assumed the displacements of the
induced dipoles negligible throughout the duration of the pulse
and made use of a correlation functions to describe the relative
position of, the dipoles. The equation for the fields including
the dipoles as source term is then well defined, and result
2
accurate to order ( - o) was obtainer.. Higher order terms in
( - -0) cannot be expected since only two particle corelation
function is used. The result is (for no free charge and current)
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when theareandwhere both the numerical constant
dielectric satisfies the Clausius nd Mossotti relation. This
expression differs from those obtained by all previous theories,
which are claimed to be appliable even when the dielectric is not
in equilibrium as in Peierls case.
A few disussions of the Peierls theory is now in order.
Peierls obtained th` total momentum of the light, pulse by adding
up a field part and a mechanical part. The mechanical momentum
density can easily be. obtained by For the electromasnetic
should be taken, since the microscopicpart, he argued that
as thecan be averaged to givemomentum density
in non-magnetic material. (The fieldswith prime are
eaual
micorsconic fields as before). We note that this argurment is
andnot rigorous. In a dielectric, the microscopic field







is by no means equal toAlthough (2.29a,b) averages to (2.29c,d),
as can be seen by comparing (2.29b) with (2.29d). The microscopic
has fourier component ac high as that ofmagnetic field
in general. Weand o E'x B' may not be equal to o
can then have no reason to identify as electromagnetic
momentum density and have to deny the derivation of the total
momentum density of light pulse by Peierls.
We would like, also to point out the experiment of Jones
(Jones and Richard(), Jones and Leslie( {°il?)), which
was claimed to be in conflict with the Peierls1 theory has
In section 2.5, we see how the electriel force density
found in equilibrium situation there, is argued to hold also
for non-equilibium situations. However, Peierls1calculation
provides a good example to show that the argument shown there
is slippery. The reponse of the dielectric may differ substantially
'for static and time-varying fields. For high frequency fields,
the electrical response of the dipoles change by showing
dispersion effect. In this regime, the failure of the expression
of electromagnetic force deduced by static considerations is
noted by Landau and Lifshitz. However, for a much lower frequency,
the mechanical reponse of the medium may already differ from
that of equilibrium case. For example, when the period of the
light wave is shorter than the relaxation time of the dielectric
fluid, the dielectric responds to the electromagnetic fields
like an amorphous solid rather than a liquid. The expression
derived in static equilibrium surely cannot be applied in this
regime. Of course, nor can the Peierls1 calculation, which is
based on a definite reponse of the dielectric, be applied to
other regimes. In particular, the force density of Peierls is
not curl free. It cannot be balanced by a gradient of mechanical
pressure to form a equilibrium.
not paid due attention to its assumption of short light pulse.
Besides those named above numerous other authors contributed
to this subject. There is one school of work we havdpot touched
upon before, Ishiwara( |73), Dallenbach( I7l1), Schoph(,
anc many others, assuming an Lagrangian or Hamiltonian
in macroscopic variable, searched for the.electromagnetic force
or electromagnetic energy momentum tensor. Some of them give
new results while others supported this or that theory discussed
above. Due to the arbitrariness of their Lagrangian or Hamiltonia
assumed, they can only be looked upon as proposing criterion
in choosing the separation of electromagnetic and mechanical
quantities.
There are some other authors starting from microscopic
theory to calculate the force density, or other response of the
medium to the field, for a particular situation as that of Peierls,
for example Tang and Miexner() dealed with dipoles inter¬
acting with electromagnetic plane wave. Brown( )75l) dealed with
static field and obtained result claimed to be consistent with
the Helmholtz force, Shockley() considered the medium to
be built up by cube-stuff with vaccum cracks in between. .The
model has been critized by Robinson(
Another approach was reported by Penfield and Haus c ii).
They claimed to have generalized the work of Holmoltz to include
the time varying fields and obtained results applicables to
non-linear and moving media by means of a so-called principle
of virtual power. However, the work has been critized by Brevik
( H~l°b), Lo Surdo( 173), Cavalieri( 1773) and Cavalicri,
Lo Surdo and Brevik (iru).
Chapter 3
A Thermodynamic Theory of Dielectric
31 A Consideration of the Heat Flow
density remains unchanged everywhere, i.e, Then the
decrease of the entropy, due to the ordering of the dipoles,
must be compensated by a increase of temperature. Hence the
We study the influence of electromagnetic fields on the
dielectric medium tharmodynamically in this chapter. If we assume
the presence of electromagnetic fields 'does not affect the
temperature, a knowledge of the electromagnetic force term in
the equation of motion of the medium will have completely described
the interaction between matter and electromagnetic field already,
as discussed in section( 2J). The closed set of equations
including heat flow effect is then the momentum balance equation
( 2.1), the energy balance equation and the phenominological
equation of heat conduction. However, we can see that the aforesaid
assumption is not generally right by a simple consideration.
Consider a dielectric consisting of permament dipoles. For
simplicity, imagine the dielectric medium to be homogenous,
isotropic and incompressible, and imagine all processes to be
reversible. Initially, there is no electric field and the medium
is in equilibrium; in particular, the temperature is constant,
and the permament dipoles are rotating freely in all directions
isotropically. Now apply a nonuniform external electric field.
According to the aforesaid assumption, the temperature will remain
constant and there will be no heat flow, and hence the entropy
temperature will no longer be constant, in the imhomogenous
field, contradicting the assumption. The above argument can be
written symbolically:
S= S(T,t)
where is the rate of heat input. When there is no heat flow,
and is related to
This example also indicates what we are to study to describe
the influence of electromagnetic field on the thermal behavior
of the dielectric. (1) How is the entropy related to the temperature
in the presence of electromagnetic fields? (2) How is the entropy
of an electric (or. magnetic) medium related to the electromagnetic
fields? (3) How is the heat conduction equation which is related
tc modified by the fields? And, in general, when irreversible
processes are present, there are more phenomenological equations
related to entropy production to be study.
3.2 Thermodynamic Quantities as a Function of
In thi s section we study the dependence of the energy density
We shall study the first two questions both in static and
tiem varying fields, under the condition that the medium is in
•equilibrium1 in a sense to be discussed later. The third question
concerning the heat conduction equation may seem trivial: the
equation remains unchanged. However, the study introduced in this
chapter shows that, surprisingly, it is not the case.
IJ. entronv density A, and other Quantities on a stati
electric fielc temperature T. dirole density PI of a
dielectric -fluid, in a thermodynamic equilibrium. We begin with




combining Co I) and( £1) we have
Now apply these to a unit volume of matter inside the medium
at a fixed point , then 11. and M respectively become
the energy density . entrorv densit1 and particle
density of the medium, and (2'j),( 3-2.) can be written as
a. u
By surface effect, we mean surface energy, surface entropy
surface tensor etc; they arise from the interaction of the
system with a neighbouring system. Ve will come to a discussion
of it later.
The first lav; fox an open, one component, fluid system with-
out surface effect is, in obvious notations:
When there is no external field, the temperature and the
pressure of system are spatial constants, we have
cLQ- PdV 4 UoifsJ
= TclS- PdV+ jUdLN
Vdp= Sdl+ N dJUL
PV= N1+ TS- U
d.LL- T oi a+
L 3. p
(3.£]
since V±| and d.V= 0
We now turn to a dielectric medium in aielectric field
(Generalization to magnetic medium is obvious). The incremental
vork done in building up the field is
11.1s)
Hence when LL includes both the internal energy and energy of
the electric field, i.e. the total energy, and when the system
includes all space where is significantly different from
zero, we have instead of($)):
(3-8)
as the first lav of thermodynamic of a one component dielectric
fluid system with no surface effect, where now the number of
particles M is also the number of dipoles.
Snmp nitVinr Tirpfpr} into fcwo dartR.
assumin tn be the work done on the medium and
to be the energy stored in the field, and consider an
internal energy1
However plausible it may seem, this arbitrary division cannot be
fruitful. If any result obtained by this formulation cannot
be reproduced by using( 5,8), it only rests on an additional
assumption not justified.
There is an argument (Landau and Lifshitz) showing that
the global expression (3-8) can be cast into a local form:
(3.1)
The argument is based on identification of EH as the energy
flow vector in vaccum, as given by (2).
Since the energy flow and the expression EXH are both
continuous at the boundary of the dielectri:, the energy flow
vector must still be represented by E H inside the dielectric,
so the electromagnetic power input to a unit volume of medium is
(3 Jo)
The incremental electromagnetic energy input to a unit volume
is then E dDtH'dB. As we are considering only dielectric
in an electric field, we have exactly( 3.).
We should note that the above argument will break down
when theris high frequency component in the fields in vaccum,
since then the macroscopic fields E and H do not equal
the. microscopic fields E' and H' and the continuous expression
is E AH instead of the energy flow vector X H'• In the sub-
Note that( 3) applies only to a system extending all
space where]£ differs from zero, which is not to be restricted
to a unit volume.
sequent study, we assume all free charges and free currents to
have no microscopic structure and will therefore produce no





where the partial derivative is taken withrespect to T while
ft and E are kept fixed, and etc. Since U. and Jl are by
definition functions of state, we have
1=1,43 (3.14-0.)
1=1, 2,3. (344 b)
i 1,2.3 (3.14c)
l= I. 2, 3 (3.14-oL)
B.y (3-11),( 3.13),( 3,14a) we have
which by (34C) reduces to
The dependence of thermodynamic quantities on the electric
field is determined by the first law( 3-)• When we choose
E. n.. T, as independent variables, we have from (39):
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Integrating with respect to
where to (T,n,) is the same function. of temperature and density
as when there is no electric field. We henceforth use a sub-
script to designate the functions.at no electric field and
they are assumed to be given.
In exactly the same way, by (3.11), (3.13), (3-146) and
( 3.14d) we find
giving
If we substitute( 3.15) into( 3.13) we have
giving
(3.15), (3. 6) and (3, 17) give the required dependence of (A,
n, T, for a medium in an electricon theand
field.
For an isotropic dielectric with linear response, i.e.





in agreement with Landau and Lifshitz( 17 2.). With these
expressions, once we can find how the temperature An ri
density are related to in equilibrium. we have the
values of all thermodynamic quantities at every point ir
the field. In the following sections, we shall establish this
relation.
33 Fixed D Variation
It is well known that at equilibrium the total entropy
of the system is maximum. With only this fact and no other
assumptions such as the constancy of temperature, or any
arbitrary division of the energy U into a field part and a
mechanical part, we can deduce the temperature, the density
and the electric field at every point of the dielectric.
the distributions of T. ft and r -t-p a 11 R-nhri ?aI RVmmpt.ri r..
To illustrate the method,' we begin with a situation where
the geometry is simple: Initially there is a homogenous fluid
dielectric, with a known thermodynamics behavior, extending to
infinity. We bring in a single charge Q. We first note that
about the charge:
where T is the radical unit vector. In order to find T(r) Kl(r)
and Us) we give an infinitesimal spherically symmetric variation,
i.e. £Tcr), and E(r)with the free charge held fixed. Since
at equilibrium the entropy is at its peak value, any infinitesimal
change in the distributions will leave the entropy constant, i.e.
We also note that the variation has to observe the following
constraints:
The first two constraints(a),( b) arise from the conservations
of total energy and total number for an isolated syatem and (C)
follows from the Maxwell equation:
implying
for this spherically symmetric problem. Hence Implementing these
constraints with Lagrange multipliers ~ and we havf
The are spatial constant, but sine to be 7.erf
at every value of T, we have to introduce an independent
multiplier 0tr) at every f. With these Lanrange multiplier inter-
duced, we can now regard J(r), n(r) E(r)at every point Y indipendent
variables. Rewrite (3.2-1) as
where the integradion is over all space, and the small letters
denote densities as before. From( 3,3) setting the: coefficient
of £T(rij, iEO)to zero, we have
As ijl, i and yik are known functions of T, H and E (equatior
(315, 3« I ,3.11)), the equations (3»!), and) form a
closed set, which gives the reauired distribution of Tor), Kl(jr)and
Fr. To see this explicitly, we restrict ourselves to linear
isotropic dielectrics, i.e. . and rewrite usins














Should we formulate in terms of he variables ft,» T and D
instead of E, we will find
instead of (3-25)„ The uniqiness of the solution(
is more obvious v
The solution is clearly:
i.e. we have
and
as the equationsf equilibrium distributions.
Let us see more closely what( 3») mean©. By means of
(3%) we have
(3. Jo)
which relates the equilibrium dupole density to the electric
field. For example, for a polarizable ideal gas, we can find
JULt from( 3») to be kT, up to an additative function of
T and= where c is the the molecular polarizability.
Putting this into (3-3o), and with (3.|) we have
givingy
where Flo is a constant.
Another interesting feature of( 33 o) can be seen by using
(). If the fluid pressure P0 is defined to be the same function




since and equilibrium this
gradient of fluid pressure is toe balanced by the electric force
on mediurrithprr from we can identify the electromagnetic
force to be
fe.Slb)
Thus in this particular case and when the fluid pressure
is defined as the same function of K and T as in no field, the
result given by the Helmholtz formulation using the principle
of virtual work for dielectric with linear response, coincides
with the result (3.1?) of our formulation.
Fixed E Variation
In this section we consider another interesting example.
Consider a cylinderical region with radius R with a magnetic
flux increasing uniformly at a rate f. Consider a dielectric,
which is homogenous when there is no external field, surrounding
the region.
ifi
Fig.lA Cylinderical Region with Uniformly Increasing B Field
The increasing flux develops an inductive E field every
point in the dielectric.
(3.12)
which is constant in time.
When the system is in thermodynamics equilibrium, we can
again ask for the distributions of the thermodynamic variables.
Again by symmetry, we have
We make a cylindrically symmetric variation in these functions
and require:
(3-33)
where by virture of (3-3) we have the constraint E6?)-0 insteac




Toe-other with C.2.). we have the ecuations for eauilibrium
distribution of T, ii, TTnw cannot be a solution
and we villi have T depending on the electric fielc . Si n r. e
in equilibrium there is no heat flow, it is interesting that T
is not homogenous. The heat flow vector is no longer proportional
to the gradient of temperature, implying the phenomnalogical
equation of heat flow required a modification in the presence of
electric filed. Although this conclusion is drawn in
a study in equilibrium, we can expect in general the electromagnetic
field can drive a heat flow in a dielectric medium. The
'situation is not so ridiculous as it'mav seem if one comoare
this gradient of temperature induced by the irahomogeneity of the
electric field in dielectric, to the thermoelectric effect
where one has gradient of electric potential induced by the
imhomogeneity of the temperature in conductor.
To estimate roughly the order' of magnitude of this effect,
we consider an ideal-gas like dielectric with
and where C and are constants. We then have
Putting this into (334o) and with (3.1-0) we have
When the electric field is not too strong, we have €bnkT4C
and keeping this quentity to only first under, i.e. letting
T(p)~ Tc t Ti (p) where~[ and keeping only to first
power of T., we find
Also in this approximation.
where Ho is the density of the medium in the absence of
electric field, hence U.0 is a spatial constant. The imhomogeneity
of temperature is then proportional to the intensity of the
electric field and the effect is of first order in (6.- 6C) i.e.
it arises even before the dipole-dipole interaction is taken
in account.
3.5 Fixed Maxwell Equations Variation
We now proceed to study a more general system without symmetries
Consider an imhomogenous dielectric extending to infinity with
known thermodynamic properties and macroscopic free charges,
for example charged conductors fixed in it. Again we employ the
principle of maximum entropy for equilibrium. But now instead
of the constraint in section( 3. 3) and
in section (3.4), the constraints are the full Maxwell equations
For an electrostatic field, they are
[3 25 a)
If we keep the free charge distribution fixed in the variation,
we have the constraints
So that there is no enerrv innut to the dielectric svstem.
Expression can also be deduced for the distribution of dipole
density as what has been done in the last section.
Hence
(3. 34)
where h()areaSrane multipliers,( variation of which give
the Maxwell equations),
5
By partial integration. it gives
where the surface integral is evaluated at infinity. Note that after
we out in the constraints, the at any point can be
regarded as independent.variables.
Therefore we have: (1) at the surface at infinity
where denote the tangential component of st th.6 surfsc©
(2) At any poini
From (3.ST) we have
Again, surface effect is neglected, i.e. we assume that U,
S can be obtained by integrating the densities u_, L over




(3.38c)= l. 2. 3
To illustrate the type of solution (3.38) gives, we again
1et the dielectric have a linear response. Using (3.11), (3.12),




is a pure gradient. we can easilyNow since





(6) The number of equation n the set( 3- 35) and( 3.39) exceeds
the number of unknovwrns by one and the existenc f solution
shows that these equations are dependent. iowever, we shall
not study the meaning of this dependence here.
The equations (3«40k,fc) give the required distributions of
| and T as discussed in section 3'3.
.( 3 3)• In that cas since cannot be equal to a gradient of
a scalar. in() can no longer be zero, and we will
not have the solution (34-0). In particular, the temperature is
in general not a spatial constant.
3.6 A Two Component System
In the above sections,we considered only one component
systems. Here we give a brief discussion of a multi-component
system, closely related to the surface effect touch upon in the
latter part of thisection. To avoid complicated notation, we
discuss in terms of two component syatern. Thegeherali;?:a:tion
is trivial.
distrinutions to befdetermined, i.e. where
H, and are respectively the numbedensities of the two kinds
of molecules. In this two component system there is no sharp
boundary, and the method used in the above section is well defined.
Now, instead of (3»3£) we write:
We can easily see that vhen the curl of the electric field
is not everywhere zero, like that in section 34-, by keeping
the Maxwell's equations as constraints, we can still arrive at
There in no difficulty in extending our above treatment to
a two component gaseous dielectric, for example a gas consisting
of two kinds of molecules with different molecular polarizabilities
or different permament dipole moments. There are now four
where, fsj2 are respectively the total number of the two kinds
of molecules. -The dependence of S and U on the variables A(,
rx i, t can be derived from the first law:
(3.4i)
Then in exactly the same way as before, we arrive at the equilibrium
conditions VJ 0 V 5?)-0 and• As the
dependence of, on A, and T is not the same as the dependence of
AL on Hi and T, the equations describe the physically obvious
fact that the two kind of dipoles will be distributed witla ratio
which is not constant in an imhomogenous field, with the molecules
with larger polarizability or larger permanent dipole moment con¬
centrated at places where the field is stronger in close anolog.
to a system with molecules with different mass in a gravitational
field. However', the effect of separation will be distinct only
in very strong field and low temperature. It is interesting 10
see all these can be derived from a single principle.
For a system containing two kinds of liquid, each occupying
a certain volume due to the internal adhesive force; there exist
a sharp boundary across which the electric field, the dielectric
constant as well as other thermodynamic variables ire discontinuous,
and therefore (34-1) is no lonSr appropriate.
The equilibrium distribution of thermodynamic quantities of
a medium in gravititional field can also be deduced by the
principle of entropy in a similar way.
To illustrate our method explicitly, we go to a specific
problem, that is, to calculate the result of the well known
experiment of liquid rise (for a description of this experiment,
see for example, Brevik (1979). This problem provides a good
example to show how other effects, here the gravitational force,
can be added to the system and treated in a systematic way
using our method outlined. It also show, how results can be drawn
by calculation involving only measurable quantities. There is no
need to assume anything about Mechanical pressure' or 'electric
force' as we have stressed.
The fluid will be forced by the electric field to rise against
the gravitational field. The separation dL is so large that
we can neglect the surface tension and consider the height of
liquid in the capacitor practically uniform. We are to determine
this height Ze of liquid rise in equilibrium. The space other
than those occupied by the fluid is assumed to be fillecJwith
Consider two capacitor plates with a certain separation cL
dipped into a dielectric liquid as shown in figure 3-1•
Fig.3-X The Liquid Rise Experiment
some dielectric gas, so this provides a simple example of a two
component system.
(3.Q- 5)
where is the gravitational potential energy permit mass and
is the mass of a molecule of the liquia. Ve can ignore the
gravitational interaction between the constituent molecules of
the dielectric and have= 3 z, where 3 is the gravitational
acceleration. By requiring the entropy density and energy density
to be functions of state, we obtain
(3'WO
(3.44c)
Both the dielectric liquid and gas are again assumed to be
linear and isotropic for simplicity in notation.
Similarly for the dielectric gas, designated by 1,
To find the effect of gravitational field on the thermo¬
dynamic quantities of the dielectric fluid, we write down the
first law in the density form, for the dielectric liquid (component
1) with quantities designated by 1
(3.44e
Now instead of (3'4I), from the principle of maximum entropy
we have
We have the last constraint since we have assumed that the
gravitational field is produced externally and hence will remain
unchanged during the variation.
Noted that after the constraints have been put in using Lagrange
multiplier, ft, T at any point can be varied independently.
We first consider a variation inside the fluid dielectric
O
v 'For the first term in the bracket:
For the second terrn
bcoNaaru surface
b cuniajTj Surfecr
igain we parti .%llyy integrate the two terms in bracket, it can
be shown rigorously that the surface integration which includes
8
integrating over the boundary of the two dielectric can be dropped.
Therefore we have
affecting neither the quantities designated by 2 nor the
boundary surface. From (3»4£), we then have





Similarly, by considering variation in dielectric 2, we have
04df)
4
Noted that from (3') and (34£e), the temperature is the same
in two media, but we have no connection between it, and. To
achieve this relaion, ve have to consider a variation of the
boundary surface.
When ve vary the position of the boundary surface in the
region of the capcitor with other quantities held fixed, (3«45)
implies the following equation, provided that surface effect
can be neglected:
(3.4 a)
where i (Z-Z) is the step function. The last two terms of (345)
with and do not contribute in this case since they are
assumed to be held fixed everywhere. The differentiation of
(Ze-Z.) with respect to Ze gives a delta function denoted by
deL( Ze-7):
(3. All)
With the delta function, the volume: integral in (3'4-lb) can be
cast into a surface integration. Due to the arbitrariness of
we then have
on the surcace. With the solution» (346thf M, the quantity
is continuous across the boundary, which can
be written explicitly using (3 4-4):
Continuous (3.48)
It is the desired formula connecting the two medium.
To see how to employ the obtained result( —h.)
(3-48), we let the medium 2 to have the simplest thermodynamics
property, i.e. that of vacuum, i.e. a gas with density approaching
zero.( 3) for the surface at gives
where the quantities are to be evaluated at Ze~ the continuity
of which is implied by the Maxwell equation (obtained by'
varying hJX)), across the boundary has been used.
It is obvious that (3-48) also holds for the boundary surfac(




If the dielectric fluid is imcompressible?.
We should not say
which gives result contradict with (3«5h-). The reason is that,
as ran hp rpadilv Drove bv using()
where K is bulk modulus defined by imr-nmnroeci h! o
means
Now by (3.45b) we can combune (3.49)and (3.50) to give
with we have
(3.]52)
where Pftyr) is the mass density. This result() can
also be obtained by using the Helmholtz force (2.2-0), (see,
for example Panosky and Phillips()) with the assumption
that the' transition of£ in the boundary takes place in a
Continuous manner. This result is reported to be in agreement
with experiment. (Lahoz( WV))
In the above example, we have assumed the separation of the
capacitor plates dl to be lar0e so that the effect of surface
tension can be neglected. In general, for arbitrary value of d,
we should also include terms of surface entropy density and sur¬
face energy density into (3-47which as it stands, contains only
volume entropy and energy density. The quantity to be maxmized
is the total entropy of the system. The reason is two fold in
studing the surface effect. Firstly, it constitutes a part of
the interaction of electromagnetic field withnedium. For example,
the surface tension will surely be modified by the presence of
electric field. More importantly, we should be aware that all
the above calcalations assume equilibrium condition in addition
to the negligibility of surface effect. However, the compatibility
of these two requirements has not been guaranteed. For example,
if there exists on the dielectri (Liquid surface a tangential
•force (for a system whose geometry is not so simply as that of
the liquid rise experiments), it must be balanced by the liquid
surface tension, to achieve the state of equilibrium. Although
throughout our calculation in these sections .no such conflict
appear, we cannot assure that when we allow terns of surface
effect to enter our formulation, the expressions we obtained
remained unchanged. It must' be considered a weakness of all these
thermodynamic formulations that we can always get self-consistent
results, although important physics has been overlooked.
We should note that even inside a single medium, the negligi¬
bility of surface effect is not guaranteed. Even the medium which
is originally homogenous lost its homogeneity, in the presence
of imhomogenuous field and the surface effect can appear. For%
example, if the electricyield raises the density of a certain
region in a medium, this portion of matter considered as another
phase, will clearljtends to contractLts surface area and will
affect the pressure inside. Or, at this interphase, tangential
surface force may appear.
All these considerations can only be put into the above
v
formulation by adding a nonlocal term to the first law of density
( 3')• To describe surface effect we add to (3«§) a term in¬
volving the surface intergration of some quantity of the system
and this, by partial intergration, gives a term involving derivation
to(). However, as this problem has not been treated thoroughly
evgn withoit electromagnetic fields, we shall not go into this
point any more. We stress here alttuouah. all the above calculations
rely on the compatibility of equilibrium and no non-local (or
surface)effect, it is not a fundamental restriction, as all
effects can be included in, in the way described, this formulation
based on the principle of maximum entropy in finding the equilibrium
% •
distributions of thermodynamic variables.
3.7 A Solid Case
In the above section, we see how other kinds of interactior
(e.g. the gravitational interaction) can be included in our
formulation. In this section, we briefly show how medium other
than fluid car be treated. Let us assume a solid whose first
law in density from is
Li-$$)
where KVip n t.pnpsnr- From tho
principle of maximum entropy, instead of (3%37)» we now have










The meaning of (3'5d.) can easily be obtained from (3',i3). As has
been done in section'( 32), by requiring (J[ and yd to be
function of state, we can easily deduce,
Hence (3 $Ldi) gives
(3.57a)
(3.51b)
where (C~: is the stress tensor in the absence of an electric
field, determined by the moduli of rigidity and compression-
according to the ordinary formulae of the theory of elasticity.
3.8 The Time Varying Case
In the above sections, we studied only static electric fields
in media, i.e. for the case where the macroscopic fields,(which
is the spatial average of the microscopic fields), do not change
with time. We know that although the structure of the microscopic
constituents do depend on time, their time variations are un-
correlated beyond interatomic distances and the time fluctuation
of the electromagnetic fields produced by them will be washed
out in a spatial average, when the medium is subject to static
fields by fixed external sources
The situation is slightly different when the applied
fields are not static After the spatial average, the time rate
of change of the macroscopic fields is dictated not only by
the applied field, but depends on the response of the microscopic
constituent dipoles. However when we assume the dielectric to
be transparent, i.e. non-dissipative, the response follows
the change of the applied field exactly with no phase difference.
Throughout this section, we will confine ourselves to such a
situation.
There are two kinds of response of the constituent dipoles
of the dielectric medium to the electromagnetic fields, i.e. the
electric response and the mechanical response. The electric
response, i.e. the polarization of the medium, is due to the
distortion of charge distribution of the molecules by the fields
and the partial orientation of the permanent dipoles. The
former mechanicism becomes dissipative only at very high
frequenies, for lower frequencies, for example in the visible
region, this distortion will follow the electromagnetic fields
exactly and the situation can be regarded as qusai-static and
there is no absorption. However, this is not the only case with¬
out absorption. When the frequency is extremely high, i.e. when
no appreciable distortion can occur in a period, the charge
distribution can be regarded as stationary and do not response
to the field; there is also no dissipation.
The same discussion applies to other responses of the
molecules, only that the absoption frequency regions (which may
be more than one) for the orientating of permanent dipoles
are much loweind that of the mechanical response, i.e. the
change of density or temperature, due to the electromagnetic
fieldsare even lower. Usually, there exist rather large regions
of frequency of electromagnetic fields where the medium does
not show appreciable absorption effect. In these regions, some
mechanicisms of response simply are suppressed while others can
be regarded as qusai-static. It is clear that our treatment in
the foregoing sections deal with fields which change in a
time rate that even the mechanical response is qusai-static and
hence the system can be regarded as equilibrium at every point
of time. There is no reason why the method introduced cannot
be applied to other regions of no absorption.
For a electromagnetic wave with frequency too high, there
is no polarization even for a dielectric medium and the situation
is trivial. Hence it is only necessary to consider those inter¬
mediate regions where the frequency is too high for mechanical
response ana low enough for some electrical response to take
place. The main difficulty to be dealt with here is the
despersion phenomenon, i.e. the medium responding differently
. for different frequency of applied field.
Consider an electromagnetic wave of such a' frequency applied
to a dielectric fluid; after some time the density, temperature,
and the amplitudes of the electromagnetic fields will have
certain distributions. Other thermodynamic variables such as
energy and entropy density, though fluctating with the applied
field, have a we11 defined value after averaged over a few periods
of the fields and this situation can be regarded as eauilibrium
in an averaged sense. These average quantities depend upon the
magnitude of the electromagnetic fields and its frequency. Our
task here is to extend the methol introduced in the above sections
to determine both these dependence and the relation between the
density, temperaturand the magnitude of the fields.
where [L, A JL denoted the averaged energy, entropy and
chemical potential and denoted time average over a few periods
of the oscillating fields ' Ccswt
i ccrS w t iirViv»£ pri H
may depend on position TVio •p'i r
a n r o 4- 4- V-» o om n t
oj.re in phase as required by the Maxwell equations. By ctaO-U) in (3-58)
we means the difference of energy (entropy) density at a certain
point between the two situations, i.e. one with H, T,
CcSvot and the other with ntdn rr,c ui t
CDS ibt
Since now all the thermodynamic quantities depend only on
Again we write down the first law to find the dependence
of averaged thermodynamic quantities on the fields with a
certain frequency LJ, which is
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the magnitude of the fields but not its phase, to make use of
(3-Srfl), we must first cast it into a form depending explicitly
on and free from the average sign. We note that in the
nrocess of chancing from the state of co$wt to the state of
Ccrbuyt. however slov the process may take place. the fiel c
cannot be strictly perildic. During the process of changing, at
the time t s the fields are
with ,and
where rc is the time the variation takes, which is. much longer




where are respectively the Fourier component of
and are narrow in frequency space. We write)
as follows
(3.
and evaluate the terms with C. Again to simplify the notation,
we illustrate our analytic process with linear dielectrics,
Cosu)t
OS Cot
which means the displacement vector equals
tw
and£ (id) has only real part since there is no absorption, (see.
for example, Landau and Lifshitz( 111)). Then from (3'5fc),
we have
and
since t Cn.) is zero for large A., we can expand and
(lO+n.) t(io+rt) in( J. 6|) with respect to fl, i.e.
( 3.61b)
(3.4K)
- k, f y I C4
i (ii+a) £((Ata)
,Cn)£ (k)+si) e;












Putting all these into( 3-6o)» we have (denote pemeability of
vacuum by (,0)
(3.64)
which is.t.he form of first lav; we want.
By requiring U_, ,Lto be functions of state as before,












The set (3.65) is valid for all linear isotropic media and can




Here we clearly see the is not the (electromagnexic
part'of internal energy (Landau and Lifshitz( 112.)) but can
only be called the electromagnetic part of free energy (and even
then only in a vague way, since the separation of a electromagnetic
part is not well defined as discussed before!
To find the equilibrium distribution of H and T, we note
that the averaged entropy is at its maximum valuewhen the system
is in equilibrium. As in the case of the first lav( 3•) we
must write down the condition of maximum entropy in a form
involving only the magnitude of the fields, instead of using
simply(3.66).
We illustrate the procedure by means of an example with
simnle geometry. Inside an originally homogenous and isotropic
medium, there is aftube' emitting cylindrical wave
as shownVLn figure 3•
Fig. 3-3 A Tube Emitting Cylindrical Wave
The z, p, f are the cylindrical coordinates





, similar to that of section 34-
We are to find how T(p), Wf) are related to Ho(p) it0lp)
We first solve the Maxwell equations to find the E0(p), Ho(p) in
terras of the Lp)• By putting the constitutive equations D-6E
into the Maxwell equations and after some manipulation, we find:
(3.68)
In the present case ,(3.68) can be sinoli fie
to:
(3,41)
We let the dielectric constant of the medium in no field to be
denoted by. It is a spatial constant as assumed previously.
When there are electromagnetic fields, the dielectric constant
differ from 60; except at infinity. Here we assumed that the
electromagnetic fields are not too strong and keep only quantities
of. first order in £(f)~, which is clearly proportional to
trx. The magnitudes of the fields E, H change only slightly
in a distance of wave length, i.e. . WA t.Vipn trv
to solve in the spirit of the W. K. EL method. Ve see thai
if£ equals Co', the solution of( 365) is
(3.70)
for the region Pkc where kn and A is a constant.' Then'
when£ depends on p weakly, i.e. when the change of the magnitude
of the electromagnetic fields is not too abrupt, in the spirit
of W. K. B. approximation, ve let
and find that
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is a good approximation to the solution ofwhere
is small compare with K0 2 and hihg order term( 3.69), when








from(3.71) we findTherefore when there is a
(3.72a)
(3.72b)
(10) This result can in fact be obtained easily by noting that in
the variation, where the W. K. B. approximation is appropriate,




( B.lx) give the constraints between 4T, 4a, and 4E0, 4 H0.
From (3tj2) we see that 4( E H)= 0 implying th total out¬
going flu; does not change at any value of p, guaranteed that
the system do not exchange energy with the environment in the
variation. By the principle of maximum e'nhropy, we have instead
of) the equation:
From the coefficients of Cr 4 a 4£. 4Ho we have
when the first law is used, we find.
Combined with) and the Maxwell equations,() gives
the equilibrium distribution ft( p)« j( P), E0( p) H0( p). We






like only to point out tha
a solution in general.
We go to a more realistic problem. Consider a laser beam
in a transparent dielectric, what is the relation between the






where 7. is the direction of propagation, and the width of
the light beam is assumed to be much larg°r than the wave
length . It can be easily verified that G'7iTo~) satisfies
( 3.4), provided terms of i o npp-lpr.f.pH for nrHfir hi £har
As what has been done in the previous example, since the
fields made the medium imhomogenous, we have to find out how
the fields described in() are modified by a small and slowly
spatial varying imhomogeneity of dielectric constant. As we
note that this change in 6z which we keep only to first order.
field of the beam can be represent by:
than 2.
is proportional to E we can easily show that the magnitudes of
the fields are independent on this irahomogeneity of 6.
Therefore, instead of( 3.72-), we have no constraint between
and 4E„ ,4H., ancthe principle of maximum entropy implies
A ffain from thp ropf fi ri pnt nf (T- £l. Cfr..- IV p obtain!
where we have used the results of the first law( 3' 4)• It givei
in general the equilibrium distributions of density, temperature
and the magnitude of fields
39 A Brief Review of the Thermodynamic Formulation
It is vell known that the total entropy for an isolated
system is at its maximum value when the system is in thermo¬
dynamic equilibrium. We have shown- thalthis fact determines
the relations between the distributionsof the thermodynamic
variables (for.example, the M and T of a fluid or lX;j and|
of a solid) and the electromagnetic fields for an electric (or
magnetic) medium in equilibrium. This relations, together with
the Maxwell equations give the equilibrium configuration of the
medium. We note that without this relations, even the Maxwell
equations are insoluble since the constitutive equations involve
functions of the thermodynamic variables (i.e. 6(ft0 j6(6t,T))j
whi ch in tnrn riempmd rm thp p! pc tromaenfiti c fieldfi-
can be obtained bv adding a ter
(in a density form) of the system without fields. Hence the
formulation can be applied to all kind of system provided their
first law in the absence of electromagnetic fields are known.
It is hopeful that our formulation can be extended to incluc
dissipative wyatems using the principle of maximum entropy
production for stationary system.
In employing the principle, we must know hov; the entropy
and the other thermodynamics variables depend on- the II (or Uij),
E and (of course other choices of independent variable is also
possible, for example, we can choose 17 instead of E to establish
an equivalent formulation). These dependence are shown to be
dictated bv the first law of thermodynamics of the system, which
Chapter 4
Microscopic Model
4. Outline of the Problen
As has been stressed in chapter one, the interaction of
the electromagnetic field and the charged particles is well
known in microscopic description. After we have assumed a
microscopic model for the material medium,.in principle we can
find the electromagnetic force as well as the energy density,
entropy density and other thermodynamic quantities.
The work of Gordon, Peierls and some others in this area has
been discussed in chapter 2. In this chapter we extend Gordon's
theory to include the lowest order contribution of dipole-dipole
interaction for dielectric in electric field, i.e. retaining
2
terms of order(£-£)• Although the formulation is not
restricted to equilibrium situation, the interaction between
the dipoles through the magnetic field is assumed to be negligible.
Hakira(), Brevik() and some other have attempted
the same problem. Their theory is outlined in cahapter 2. Before
we present our formulation in the following section, it is
illustrative to pin-point the failure of their formulation,
and at the same time outline the essential ideas of our formulations.
We know that the force on a dipcle Ji in a electric field
is
(4.1)
where dj Ei is evaluated at the position of the diode. It
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simply measure the difference of the electric field on the two
constituent charges. In a dielectric medium, the electric field
on a dipole, i.e. the effective field, is produced by the
free charges and other dipoles in the medium. It differs from
the macroscopic field, which is obtained by spatial averaging
the field by all dipoles, for two reasons: (1) the dipole is at
a particular position, namely, at the position of a dipole,
(2) the field produced by the dipole itself, which can contribute
nothing to the force on the dipoles, is not counted. For the
same reason, the gradient of electric field on a dipole, i.e.
the effective gradient field, differs from the averaged gradient
field. Hence it is clear that the force on a dipole in a dielectric
medium cannot be obtained by letting the E in (4.1 ) to be
the macroscopic field. The modification proposed by the aforesaid
theory amounts to identifying this E to be the effective field.
However, although the.average of gradient field equals the gradient
of average field, the effective gradient field does not equal
the gradient of effective field. Clearly the gradient of effective
field only measures the difference of field on a dipole at two
position, when the effective gradient field measures the difference
of field on the two charges of a dipole, with the dipole always
at the same-point. Therefore what we should do is not to employ
the. effective field in (4.1) but to find the effective gradient
field in a.method parallel to that used to find the effective
field. It is the main idea of the method used in the following
section.
We begin by briefly reviewing the calculation of effective
field of Lorentz (tee e.g. Bottcher( It was noticed that
the effective field on a dipole in a homogenous medium is
induced by (1) the external free charges and surface charge
on the outer surface of the dielectric (sometimes called the
apparent charge), and (2) the neighbouring dipoles. The field by
source (1) is just the macroscopic electric field and that by
(2) is calculated by means of a cavity with the dipole at the
center. When the polarization is p, the apparent surface charge
density on the boundary of the cavity is P. n, with ri the
normal vector of the surface. When the polarization f is assumed
to be uniform, this surface charge density is i. This
contibution can be easily intergrated to give 1 ririererrlPTTh
of the radius of the cavity. When this is added to the macroscopic
field, we have
(4-A)
as equation The introduction of a cavity with a radius
somewhere between the molecular radius and intermolecular distance
is physical plausible sincethe molecule occupies a certain volume
of space or equivalently the radial correlation ,function vanishes
In this section, we calculate the effective field, the
effective gradient f:,eld and the force acting on a induced dipole
in a dielectric. We will delay to a later section the discussion
of the role of the electric force density thus obtained.
•2 The Effective Gradient Field
at the position of the molecule. The expression( 42) has been
successfully applied to find relationbetween the micro and
macroscopic parameters of many kinds of dieleoti~ic with spherical
molecules, such as the Clausius- Mossitti relation, One may
thus be led to try to find the effective field gradient by adding
the gradient of macroscopic field to the field gradient produced
by the apparent charge on the cavity surface. However, it is
not the case.
We first contrast the difference between the macroscopic field
t(x) and the microscopic field£'(). The macroscopic field is
found from the Maxwell equations with the external free charges
distribution Pj: (assumed to be smooth on a molecular scale), the
polarization charge density Pp•=- V« P and surface density r?=. p-n







where a function on boundary surface. For micro-
scopic field £(x), we have
where p; is the microscopic charge density, i,e. a set of delt;
functions,
To evaluate E'(x) we separate it into two parts
where far denot a region ' p-nr? wp pnnrnYi mat.P hhp
contribution of that part by the averaged charge distribution,
We then write it explicitly in term of E
when we want to evaluate the E(x)at a point very close to a
certain dirole, as a lowest order of approximation, we let the
near region contains onlv the dinole. ie. we let R.
be slightly less than the intermolecular distance.
The exact value of R is irrelevant to our final result. The
error brought in by this approximation we made depends on the
nature of the medium. When it is a fluid, due to the random
motion of the molecules, it is clearly rather accurate to treat
in an average sense the influence from distances exceeding the
molecular dimension, i.e. letting the correlation function
equals a constant there, i.e. no correlation. For a crystalline
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solid which we will not consider here, the approximation is
clearly less reliable. We will not go into this dependence on
medium here. However the approximation we have made is clear both
physically and mathematically.
We can use the microscopic field in this approximation to
find the effective field acting on a dipole iii a fluid dielectric,
without requiring either the medium or the electric field to be
homogenous. Since the field of the dipole itself does not
contribute to Eeff, we have, from (4.6)
With the dipole situated at . Hence from( 4.4), ( 4.5), we
have
is obtained by averagingSince the polarization
over macroscopic distance L, its change can only be very small
and can be expanded in termsin intermolocular distance
of





Putting (4.8), (4.9) into (4.7),
Of the three terms in bracket, the first two are clearly zero
. We thenby symmetry, while the last term gives
justify the use of (4.2) in imhomogenous field and medium.
The effective gradient of electric field can be found in a
similar way, from (4.7),
In the differentiation with respect to X, the X, is kept
is ket constant in thethenconstant. Let
(4.10) then givedifferentiation and
Again with(4.8),(4.9),the first term in the bracket, which
can be intergrated to giveis contributed by
and the second term (surface term) gives
Hence (4.11) become





suffers a translational forceTherefore each dipole
When there are n dipoles in a unit volume, the force density is,
henceforth denoted by em to constrast with the force density
deduced by thermodynamic consideration.
instead of lust putting Eeff into (4-1), as was done by Brevik
(1979) and some others.
We noto that in this calculation, the two particle distribution
function used is essentially a hard core one, and is spherical
symmetric. The dipolar contribution to the distribution function
is ignored, for a calculation aimed at a result up to (E-E.)2.
The thermal fluctuation of the dipole which includes the fluctuation
of the magnitude of induced dipole and the flactation of oriontation
of permament dipole can also affect the force density. For
example, in the calculation of the Onsager directing field, the
effective field is different for different orientation of the
dipole. If the force on the dipole is first calculated at a
certain orientation, it will average to give result different from
those calculated by means of a field which has been averaged, as
what has done above. However, the correction involves one more




aimed to be accurate to (E- Eo)2.
4.3. A Discussion of the fem
The fewfound in the above section is a correction of the
calculation of electric force proposed by Brevik( 1979) (and
many others) using the idea of effective field. It gives the
electric force on a dipolar molecule (including permament and
induced dipole) in a dielectric in the sence that it has included
the forces exerted on the dipole by both the external charges
and other dipoles in the dielectric where the assumptions used
in deriving the Lorentz effective field are appropriate, i.e.
a Clausius-Mossotti dielectric. However, as there are other forces
acting on this molecule in the medium, e. g. the force arising
from a hard-core potential or Lennard--Jones potential, we should
be careful with the meaning of this expre ss1.on. In particular, we
set this electric force fem equalexamine if it is justified to
in eauilibrium, where the pressure po is the same function
to
of n,T as in no field.
From the Liouville eauation, we have:
(4.14)
where d is a unit volume of phase space, f, is the one particle
and are respectively the positiondistribution function
and momentum coordinates of that particle. X, is the force on
this particle by external applied field, in this case, the electric
field produced by external free charges.f IS the two particle12
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is the intermolecular force includingdistribution function and
and a short rangea long range dipole-dipole interaction
interaction of harry-core or Lennard-Jones dencted by
will be modified by the presence of appliedUnlike
is not zero in the absenceelectric field. It is clear that
of applied electric field even for medium coisisting of induced
dipoles, if the dipole-dipole interaction is not to be neglected.
From(4.14), the momentum balance equation is, for a fluid,
(where)andwhere
is the thermal velocity) is the kinetic pressure. In
eauilibrium, with the equation of continuity we have,
The right hand side of (4.16) is just the force obtained in the
above section. If we denote the lent hand side quantity to be
We now examine if P can be set equal to Po, i.e. the
total pressure measured by manometer or similar instruments at
the same,T in no external applied electric field.
m pari v wp ran aRmimp t.ho ViarH-p.nrp rint.pnH al nnh to bt
affected by the applied field, hence . Ar the
applied electric field does not affect the thermal velocity
distributin in equlibrium
. When terms highe]
than (£~Ct) are dropped (which is .just the
force on a dipole by other dipoles times the number of dipole
per unit volume) simply does not contribute tc We can
see this by the following arguments If the dielectric is uniform,
it is clearly zero by symmetry. For non-uniform case, we consider
by means of a cavity again. (1) If the dielectric consists of
induced dipole, the molecular polar5.zability c is proportional
to (£-60). The magnitude of the dipole in the cavity and also
the electric field produced by it is proportional to cA• This
electric field induces the neighbouring dipole. If the dielectric
is not uniform, this induced polarization, vhich is proportional
to (A2, will exert force on the dipole in the cavity. Then we
see that this force is proportional to (2) If the dielectri
consists of permament dipoles, the situation is more complicated.
We know that for linear dielectric the dipole moment is Pro¬
portional to(£~ ft for a given temperature. Denote the field
produced by the dipole in the cavity byL, It induces a polarization
of order -hViRk-rckfnrp fhp rpart.i nn fi el d T- on the
dinole in the cavitv is also TTartrp flip nrrp on it. i r of
order . However, the orientation of this dipole is fluctating
and the averaged force on it is
Hence, no matter the dielectric is uniform or not, the con¬
tribution of in.( 4--I?) is zero. Now the question whether
in( 4.|8) equalj in( c!imlt do -f r wVioi-'ho
(4.19)
is correct or not. For a spherical symmetric .c; -i c! ARRiimpH
throughout this chapter, the question is just how much the angle
averaged of the two particle distribution will differ after
the application of a external electric field. It is a well defined
problem of statistical mechanics and can be calculated after a
model for the molecule is set up. It is a sell known fact that
in no external field, the dipolar contribution to the angle averaged
two particle distribution is negligible (see for example Patey
and Valleau When we assume this to remain true in applied
field, the equation (4-1) holds and the of (4-.|3t) can be
applied readily by writing
(4o)
in equilibrium. It has then the same status as the force( 331 fc)
obtained thermodynamically.
L.U Some Features of the Force Density
We hence-forth denote the force density of (3»3b) by
which is deduced thermodynamically and agrees with the expression
(4.21)
we haveof Helmholtz. Adopting
This can be compared to
where the is evaluated by the Clausius-Mossitti equation,
which is derived under the same assumptions with.
c
4 t
Fig.4-| t denotes the tangential direction
There are two difference between( 4.D) and (42-1), i.e.
(1) disagreement of coefficient of the (6-60) term. (2) The
E; term in() has no corresponding part in( 4-. 12-)
The latter indicates a peculiar feature which we shall discuss
at once.
To see the effect of this term explicitly, we consider a
boundary surface at Z~ 0. For ZC, it is vacuous. For
0, there is a uniform dielectric of dielectric constant
£. For simplicity, we assume the dielectric to be imcompressible
so that it remains homogenous even in the presence of electric
field.
p
We denote the force per unit area on the boundary surface to be
the surface force
When we cast (4-1) into the form
(4.23)
We can clearly see that the last term gives a surface force in
the tangential direction, if both and £4. are non-zero. This
tangential surface force can be easily calculated by integrating
over the boundary surface.fey
(4-24)
This force can be easily shown to be curl free on the boundary
surface, i.e.
so that it can be balanced by the surface tension. Its effect
can be detected by observing the change of shape of the surface.
The appearance of such a force supports the discussion in sec--
tibn(3.C)that the thermodynamic calculation perform in chapter 3
should be modified by putting a surface term explicitly into
the first law of thermodynamic. We noted that a more accurate
consideration of the two particleorrelation may alter the value
found for this force, but certainly will not change the fact
that a tangential surface force exists, i.e. the existence of
such a force is independent of the assumption( 4.11).
(4.25a.)
(4.25b)





where EtEais respectively the tangential and normal component
of the electric field at the surface evaluated on the side of
the dielectric.
±r the combined effect of and
Using (4-25l) and i»e. by -fewi, we have the
height of liquid rise Ze to be
P-3l)
Besides this tangential surface force, the expression()•
gives other results different from those obtained by using (A z2).
If() is assumed, we can find from( 4-1) the differ¬
ence of pressure at two point in a homogenous dielectric due
to the difference of electric field strength,
Compare to that obtained by (4.22)
The liquid rise experiment described in section( 36)
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whereas (4.25b), and (3.26b) ,i.e.by f+h, give
(4.28)
As the experimental result (Lahoz and Walker( 1917)) is
in agreement with (4.28) but not(4.27) 1,it indicates that
a thorough examination of the assumption (4.19) is necessary.
(1) With a difference 5 times of experimental error,
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